
1 Dragthe Amoun slider to where the noise levels match. you may find it useful to hide the
selection marquee by pressing 8t/Crrl-tl

Brushed metal texture

This classic effect shows how using a combination of simple filters can produce a
sophisticated outcome.

'I Create a new layer.

Make a selection or a tlpe mask of the area
where you y/ant the texture to be applied.

If you attempt to us e tbe Add Noise filter an
error message will be displayed. It can only
be applied to areas containing existing pixels.
Choose Edit > Fill and. choose 50o/o Gray as

the fill.

Apply the Add Noise filter with an Amount
of about .l 0070 with the Gaussian and
Mo nochromatic options selected.

Apply the Motion Blzr filter. Set any angle you
desire but make sur e that the Disttlnce yahte

produces long streaky lines.

The blur effect causes the edges to become
transparent. This can be 6xed by choosing
Edit > Fill. Vse 50ok GrcT for the colour and
Behind for the Blending Mode.

Ifdesired, adjust the brightness and contrast ofthe selection
:using Curues or Levels.

For a less flat looking surface, apply a ge ntle Spotlight effect to
the selection using the Lighting Effects fi)ter.

Add layer styles suclt as Beyel and Emboss and, Drop Shadow to
create more ofa 3D look if desired.

l0 Apply some sharpening ifneeded.

Wood texture

This is an even more impressive example of
creating texture starting with the simple
Noise filter-

'r Create a new layer and fill it with a brown.

2 Apply a large amount of Noise.

3 Apply a large am o:unt of Motion Blur.

4 Crop away the faded edges ofthe area.

s Use Image > Adjustments > Leyels to increase
the contrast ofthe lines by dragging the black
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point and white point
sliders inwards. (See the
example.) The midtone
slider can be used to
ad.just the brightness.

You can also adjust the

colour by adjusting the
midtone slider after

selecting other colour
channels at the top ofthe
Letek dialogbox.

s Choose Filrer > I iquifl, and use the Warp, Twirl, Bloat and
Turbulence tools to manually distort the regular lines to create a

natwal wood grain effect complete with knots.

Note: Ifyou find that you warped an area too much, you have

the option to undo and step backwards several steps within the
Liquify filter.
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What else can you do with noise?

I Expiriment to see what else you can do with an area of noise.

2 Can you recreate the following textures using Add Norse and just one other filter?

Tiy applying some of the other blur filters to an

area of noise.

Think ofpractical applications where you can use

textures that you create.



0ouds filter
This is another great filter for creating textures, but only ifyou take the filter a step or two
further. You should never use the Cloads filter alone to create a cloudy sky effect, it just
looks too'Photoshoppy'!

0ouds or Difference Clouds?

Whatt the difference?

Clouds will fill a layer or selection witl a randomly generated
cloud texture using t}te currently selected foteground and
background colours.

Difference Clouds creates a random cloud texture but it merges
it with the existing layer contents. It is like applying clouds to a
layer with blending mode setto Difference. Applying this filter
multiple times generates finer ribs and veins within the clouds to
create more ofa marbled effect. Again it uses the foreground and

Difference (louds ptoblems

If you get an error
message, it will usually
mean that the layer is
empty. Fill it with plain
black or white before
applying the filter.

background colours, but they may be inverted when combined with existing colours.

Lightning forks

OK, this isn't so much a texture, but it will help you to see

how Difference Clouds is affected by existing layer pixels.

'l Create a custom
gradient with multiple
stops of black and
white and apply it to
the layer on a slight
angle (just off vertical).

z Apply the Difference

Clouds filter.

! Invert the layer (ffilCtrl-1.
t Using Levels, dras the black point slider right across

towards the white point slider. (See the example.)

s Individually select and transform the forks as required.

Repeat the process to get different lightning forks each time.
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tluffy clouds

So how do you create realistic looking clouds in photoshop?

The problem with the Clouds filter is that it is often too random and scattered. Clouds in
the sky often clump together to define semi-random cloud shapes.

The best way to create realistic clouds is to manually paint them using soft brushes with
different opacities. It is best to first study images of real clouds to see the shapes, colour
and shading that is typical.



If you do not have time to hand craft your own flufr
clouds, then the following method is one of many ways

to modifi the result of the Clords filter to produce
better looking clouds.

I Create a plain sky background, eg a gradient going

Detailed doud painting tutorial

At the time ofwriting an excellent
detailed tutorial was available online:

http : / /www.lunacor e. co n / photo shop /
tutorials/tutq2l .htn
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&om light to dark blue.

Create a new layer for your clouds.

Set the default black and white colours and apply the
Clouds fihel
Set the layer blending mode to Screerl to see the blue sky.

Using lerels, drag the black point and white point
sliders inwards to form some more distinct areas of
cloud and sky. Drag the midtone slider towards the left
slightly too. (See the example.)

Use a large soft-edged eraser to carefully remove any

excess cloud areas and create more distinct cloud shapes,

Create a new layer and paint in subtle shading at the
bottom ofthe clouds using a soft-edged brush with a

very dark blue and Flow set to I%. Try sefting the layer

blending mode to Hard Light if yov frnd that the shadow

colour is too brownish.

Thunder storm

I Create some clouds as described

above and flatten the image.

2 Invert the image and ad.iust the
colour to create a night time
blue/purple using Ifu e/Soturation

or other adjustment. You can

also increase the brightness and

contrasl for a more dramatic sky.

I Add some lightning and rain to
finish the image.

Hints: Create the rain with the
help of some noise. Remember

that Screez layer blending mode

blends out the dark areas.


